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Most of these poems catalogue my 
recent struggles with 
depression, anxiety, and addiction. I 
checked myself into the young adult 
ward at the Alberta Hospital in order to 
evaluate my mental condition and 
during my two week stay I began to 
write a lot more than I had in a long 
time. I had brought a journal with me 
from the start and I carried it 
everywhere I went inside the unit. 
I journalled in stream of consciousness 
type alongside my poetry—most of 
which deals with my continued 
struggles with addiction.



Granulated Disillusionment.

Morning madness mitigates our 
refracted chains of memory. The farther 
we look back, and the deeper we grasp, 
emotion stains the video 
feed. Distorted.
We hide in the repetitive, the dreary, 
the societal pressure. Slide back and 
cock the gun of our self-prescribed 
insolubility. 
Bang.
Stay a precipitate, float out into the 
ocean of experiences but never once 
enliven one. Strained out and tumble 
back to the desert. We never crossed it, 
and the oasis never existed. The reality 
is jagged, and we’re all jumbled 
together, abrasive. As close as two 
grains of sand are, our atomic natures 
never converse.
Intrinsically vying for the ocean, air is 
the foremost solvent. Our vilified desert 
home is all we can muster.
Load the gun again. Spin the revolver. 
Ammunition is vice. Heroin, Television, 
Work, Status, Enlightenment, Altruism. 
Everyone is caught by the ricochet. 



Timed Solipsism

A morose whisper waves over my 
consciousness turning
pallid, necrotic. Desire wavers.
Goes through the parking lot fields.
Distaste in concrete. Distaste in time.
Taunted by phantoms of memory while 
emotion betrays.
Exits do not exist, as there was no 
second level.
The chance squandered.



Hewn Hope

Vapid and impassive,
They dart in chaotic patterns.
Bring it together, Mesh and Mend.
Guilt, shame, and remorse. These 
gather his storm.
He runs away, he is engulfed
Bring it together. Mesh and Mend.
She casts light through his shape,
and he is illuminated, albeit briefly.
Bring it together. Mesh and Mend.
The light beckons and he absorbs her 
optimism.
Sad future. Timed but healing. Forward.
Bring it together. Mesh and Mend.
Grasped and lifted, and then injected, 
and
he can taste the absolution.
Bring it together. Mesh and Mend the 
bonds and make us whole



Morning Escapism

Scintillating flecks in suspension
Predawn chorus of silence
Milky orange eyesight
Temperature drops, hangs, seeps
Commute cooperatively with a season



Untitled

Self-Depreciation nightmare. Side 
swiped in disrepair. Shackled 
observance warps perceptions. 
Grasping the phantoms as I push off. 
The spiral feeds itself. Wake up. You’re 
dying.



Inside Lines

My inside lines squeeze and bend me.
My inside lines shape and mold me.
My inside lines contain only poison.
Twisted and Frantic
Release and Exude
A carved and replicated self is left 
where I stood.
Drawn by my inside lines.
Can’t find me in my concrete husk.



Questions

What is quitting?
What is dependence?
What is love?
What is hate?
What is real, communal pain?
What do we all feel?
What affects us the most?
What drives me to live?
What drives me to die?
What will happen tomorrow?
What will not happen tomorrow?
What will become of my matter?
What will happen to my energy?
What will I end up falling in love with?
What will scare me?
What will kill me?
What does it take to exist?
What does science intend?
What won’t kill me, but try real hard?
What does my final love smell like?
How can I proceed?



There is no 4th wall
This is meta
There is no 4th wall
This is meta
There is no 4th wall
This was meta

Spread isolationism in bereft heaves
We were never who we try to be,
and a different shade of nothing to each 
person anyway.
Limitless transmogrified slices.
Fleeting in temperament and subject to 
chaos.
Resultant:
Unbalanced biochemical skin sacks 



Neural Amalgamation is 
Individualism

Connect the loop.
Feed a conduit.
Electrify the sinew.
Rectify our pathways.
Synapses will overflow.
Transmission is commensurate.
Never break connection.
Energy isn’t divisible.
Sapped the reserves.
No more power.
Static is eternal.  



Time-shifted Collage.

It made me seem like the cracks aren’t 
real.
Seamless and bound.
Digestion into absolutes.
Faceted and crystalline.
Our past images control us.
Puppeteers.
Sought to be monolithic.
Only in retrospect.
Without frame, alluvial erosion 
reconciles the landscape into
Perfect Memories. 



Disquiet.

Make it work you fool.
Take the chance
Fake your emotions
Shake that husk
It clings
My sordid affair with the sane
Collapse to our coalesced cores
Safety in numbness



Intimacy

Tell me I’m pretty.
While dehumanizing my ability to be
empathetic to your incessant need for 
attention.
Tell me I’m intelligent.
While slowly building my disillusionment
towards mutual understanding of the 
human condition.
Kiss me and hold me.
While feeding my inherent alienation 
and rampant
anxieties. Always Cold, just moreso.
Say you love me.
Leave me empty and frantic.



Habitual

My skin pulled to its edge,
stretched taut.
Days yielding nothing.
Tiresome, pallid
Lost in my sieve.
Habits still falling through

Endlessly awaiting
Our absolution in white.
Time deferred for habitual means.
Always encircles our skulls, malevolent 
halo
Romantic entanglement with 
destruction.
Never stop
Not never
ever



Hospital Start
I was just recently in a mental 
hospital for 12 days. I wrote a whole 
journal full of random entries and poetry 
scribbles. This is one of the first poems

Every second folds into every situation.
When was I here?, when were we 
here?
This is no different.
Difference is monotone, metallic, 
preternatural.
Fatalist.

Mismatched identities, which version 
stares
back at you.
You stare back.
Blank on Blank.
Mirror on Mirror.
Changed versions.
Updated at each meeting



Hospital series, continued

Sheltered and impenetrable,
actions scream for aid.
While my facade tends normality
Internalize.
Frequent imprints carve easy paths.
Addict.
Self apply and fastidiously repeat.
Meticulous deconstruction of root
Cause
Effects
Distilled my desires.
Standard existential torment.
Same problems
Coping improbable.



Acceptance and Belonging Factory

Force-fed granular appeasement.
Regurgitate and instill hope in others.
Change requires will
Change requires hope
Change requires future prosperity 
Change is a requiem of the past.
Sing the funeral dirge for my mistakes.
Dead and buried, they still harm my 
cells with their fire.



Wraith fingers brush my automatic 
responses. It wants me back
They all want me back
I want me back
Fight.
Normalcy.
Sustainability.
Progress.
Early on, hope funnels out fast.
So easy to care.
Denizens of Hedonism.
Replace with
Paragons of virtue
Sobriety
Such Brevity. 



Life aides

Why aren’t we all existential?
Doesn’t it matter?
Don’t the care about inanity?
Futility
Are they happy?
Is anyone?
They must be.
They can’t all be in torment.
Kill it all.



Chances

Glazed eye with a thousand yard stare.
Shuffle slowly
cards in a tilted deck.
All twos and sevens.
Dealt shit
We eat shit.



Benzo drips

I got some benzodiazepines on my 4th 
night there. Haha started writing whilst 
on. Starts the Benzo Drips series of 
poems.

Fuzzy attachments, white with glee.
Draped around our little environments.
Cake with only flour.
Yet the flowers are caked
Moist temperature.



Benzo Drips II
White walls in case, cased walls.
Cry, care yet contain cripple.
Dreary, drape, deteriorating, deft,
diluted, dissolved, disillusioned and 
depraved.
Brave helms for our patient, prognosis.
Short insane bursts of reality.
Tethered to the agonizing tones and
Recoiling in the corner from the rest of 
them.
Light through disease.



Visionary of self abuse.
Voluntary internment for me.
One of the only.
Walls
contain my passion and release innate 
desires
for self-destruction.
Cut
Cut
Copy
Red runs rightly and rapidly.
Treatment, assessment, appeasement.
Choices made concrete by 
consequence.
This addict scampers forward.
All fours
All for
Timeless endings.
All dead anyway
Why not flay your own skin
Poison your marrow
Exude your consciousness.



Effort

Should I try?
Coalesce back to Societal norms.
Make it Fake it Take it Scrape it
off and spread on toast. Shit for food.
Everyone says try try try
         I am, I am, I am
                  Are I?
Solipsistic nightmares crown my ego.
Prove its worth it. Prove our 
connections.
Make love worth its while. Feed into my
Distasteful Disquiet.
rake at skin
rake in forfeit.
I want a ticket out.
I want a ticket out.
Journaling all this drivel.
Force into a book, mold it should. 



Elongation
Trepidation bears its face.
at
 each
  step
   it
    takes more from my resolve.
Depleted.
Edged on by the will of Others

Is it Avarice or Malice?
Which form do people take?
We all do
Situational evil
reflected as honor,
or merely as weakness.



Ill
Sick, sick, sick
We make it stick.
Medicate into a lull.
We’re glasses not even half full.
Grotesque simulacrum is all we feel.
Let’s make it a deal,
My sanity
in the name of profanity.
Fuck this, Fuck that, Fuck you, Fuck 
me.
what should I be?
Complacent?
Dignified?
Childish and immature.



Altruistic? Really?

Altruisms’ greatest warriors,
all rallying in the face of mental decay.
We want help but it’s hard to feel open
to it.
To life,
To life lead normally.
Normal
Psychotic
Gradients in a long phase, overlapping.
Where do we fall on the scale?
Toss the scale out and realize this
difference.
Natural, yet destructive.
I still need help regardless



Daily vitamins

Detoxify my emotional form.
Fill me with vitamins and minerals.
Strong constitution
weak willed and crazed.
Physically able, mentally apprehended.
So scared
so so scared
we all are.
Silence feeding at the thought.



          Birth

Nothing but anxiety
Nothing but anxiety
Nothing but anxiety
Nothing but anxiety
Nothing but anxiety
Nothing but anxiety
Nothing but anxiety
Nothing but anxiety
Nothing but anxiety
Nothing but anxiety
Nothing but anxiety
Nothing but anxiety
Nothing but anxiety
Nothing but anxiety
Nothing but anxiety
Nothing but anxiety
Nothing but anxiety
Nothing but anxiety
Nothing but anxiety
Nothing but anxiety
Nothing but anxiety
         Death



Benzo Drips for a Second night
Wasted in line, Silently watching a film.
How many of us care and follow the 
plot.
Mini Shuffling noise.

Benzo Drips for a Second night II
The walls of my psyche are Fuzzy.
Barred lines and shapes adorn its walls.
Under the subdued beast of Drugs.
Squashed, compressed and placid.
Only Numb

Benzo Drips on a Second Night III
Melted so far into my seat. It
Drips with my thinking sludge, pooling.
Movement diminished, all happe-
ns in d-
isjoin
ted seq-
uence.
Strobe Effect.
Left foot, Right foot, Cross feet.
Amorphous, analogous to molasses. 

Benzo Drips on a Second Night IV



The mind is a slurry. I feel only in 
waves,
Each crest volleys forth a mist of 
depression.
The waves are ceaselessly pounding 
the shores.
My shores.
Eroding the basalt, the piers of our 
ports.
Star stuff crumbles to dust.
Jellied legs carry a vacant 
temperament. I
care so little on this shit ship. 



Benzo Drips on a Second night V

Soft round spheres rhythmically 
cavorting
in tessellating symmetry. The eyes 
cannot follow a 
single
Only the Gestalt.
This gestalt of shifting spheres 
relinquishes not its intentions.
Never known geometric choreography
appealing yet undefined.
Keep swirling little spheres
Keep swirling. 



Benzo Drips on a Second Night VI

Patient patients that go bump in the 
night.
Gladly my existence is not marred by 
incessant screaming.
Vague air of mistrust, self-loathing, 
depleted
desperation.
Wanting so bad to be rid of demons.
We’ll never truly cure ourselves, just
fight these battles ad nauseam with aid.
One day we will all try to scream 
victory, even with pills in our hearts.



The silent treatment

Some still sit in abject silence after their 
arrival. Wondering
how they reached this
position again.
again again.
Patterns of insanity.
Solace found in waves of simple 
pleasure.
Nostalgia of home,
smells of the past.

Grinding machines of destruction purr.
over and
over and
over.
In my head the battle for supremacy is 
waged.
Disgust at their battles as
all my neural soldiers murder each 
other.
Create chaos and feed this dissolution.
Feel it rising with
Each
Pen
Stroke. 



Unsuccessful Navigation

Freakout! I say. Internalize this 
Freakout and give it flesh.
Shape and mold it into an 
indistinguishable form. The form grasps 
at words…Fail….Falter…..Futile.
One touch
turns to gas.
Seep inside my fears as they exude 
through my porous membranes.
Inhale and Exhale.
The terrified navigator can’t hold on.
Cinch  the rope and toss it overboard.
The shapeless void continues.
Fear……Failure…….Forever.
Holding onto split timber as the ship is 
torn apart.
Launched into the sea.
Drown in the waters of Doubt.
This wraith follows him to the sea bed,
screaming.
You lost.



Why are we so distant

Coldness in our own cocoon.
More emotional than
radiation.
Empathetic relations are strained 
beyond the brink.
It’s all hedonism, politics and food.
never personal, Trepidation.
never personal, Triumph
never personal, Tragedy.
Glorified small talk peppered with 
sarcastic wit, that would be it.
Compassion and love through minutes 
wasted.
Losing signals
Heroin gone.
Familiarity disappearing.  



Title

Floors of minute tessellations, prepared 
and repeating.
infinite number of combinations 
combine.
endless possibilities.
end Result:
drab white hospital floor.
touches of dark grey on eggshell white, 
colours for the Insane.
walls bearing no further chagrin from 
me.
plain as the plains we inhabit.
monotone, endless, featureless, 
amorphous.
ground up perspective shares new light.
on this room of crazed pacing, the new 
view is the same as the old.
truncated, efficient and repetitive
just like me



Underpinnings

Mechanical underpinnings of my bed 
cast a wide variance of movement.
up, down, angles, rollers, switches, 
holds.
A variety of choice for your prescribed 
bed,
Towards “sanity”
Sanity most of us will be out out out of 
tactile reach.
Prisons
Hospitals
Get me better
Kill me dead
Leave me nothing
Teach me to survive
Send me away.



Mechanized Health

Arrays of gadgets and gizmo’s monitor 
our apparent heart rate, blood pressure 
and oxygenated blood.
Powers of Spectroscopy. 
Pulse,Pulse,Pulse,Pulse.
normal, high normal, over, under. 
No one is a perfect meat sack.
We all share the same genetics to 
speak to these machines.
"Quick, heart monitor, what’s Jimmy’s 
heart rate?"
"beep—————73BPM—————
beep"
Soon these lines of man and machine 
will be a vague blur, distorted and 
discarded in the trans-human future.
implants
Implanted ideas
Implanted memories
Implanted brains
In our mechanized husks.



In the Alberta Asylum

Twenty odd, shattered beings inhabit 
this environment.
hospital
mental hospital
lock downs and pat downs.
Never should have let myself down.
down, down, down, down  Half finished 
and proposed leave
to continue this journey of self-
destruction.
all is dust.
Twenty odd, seek help for eventual
oblivion.



Treatments

Turning inward, my self-reflexive gaze 
shines on, in permanent fixation.
Will I cast off these shackles of Self-
Doubt and relinquish this grip
of despair.
so cliche.
Take that in tiny strides
Alleviate through medication that 
doesn’t
work
work through it.
Walk, Run, Twist, Glide over it.
Ensnared again, Always Trapped.



Psych Ward Blues

Minds as cold as my heart.
Psych Ward Blues.
half sullen
half manic
all insane in our own way.
Cure us, Cure us, Cure us.
We crave familiarity.
We crave a life lead normally.
Mostly harmless
Mostly depressed
Most of all
Always mostly Fragmented.



Archery

Aimed Shot.
Aiming towards Death.
Arrows in a quiver, all.
Our target is our demise.
Our fletching is bent
We wobble
We falter
Hitting the edges
Faulty
Failures
Course Corrections
Instill some hope.
Winds of change can alter our 
destinations
Aim towards the middle.
Hopefully, we’ll all score a point in the 
end. 



Group Therapy

Can we find hope in each other?
in labyrinths of conscious thought.
Unconscious desire causes our 
malfunction.
Let go.
Transcend ourselves, To be more 
accepted.
The ward is as full as our minds.
Mostly Frantic.
Always searching for exit.
Let go.
Absorb and dissolve to the prescribed 
pattern.
Suicide screams our name everyday. 
We
FIGHT, FIGHT, nights we fight harder.
Urge to exist weighed against 
ineffectuality of life.
Let go.
Be free and let these indiscretions fade.
Forgiveness and self acceptance.
We all let go in unison.
Exoneration.



Coping

Devices of our self torment.
Hate, Fear, Aggression, Spite, 
Carelessness
Traps.
Constructed in our synaptic case.
No where to hide.
Medicate
Always Medicate
No Defense.



Complacency in November

Through shafted beams of light.
I feel no different in cold winters might.
Everyone under this same plight.
We all strive to just take flight.
Up and away towards greener 
pastures.
Should we not find our cures?
Autodidact.
Is that a fact?
No progress toward purpose.
Slower than the mightiest tortoise.
With none of its grace or humility.
Toiling in this futility.
This poem was supposed to end.
All you readers, I’ll see you around the 
bend.

I’m gladly slipping under your noose
Daily
Nano seconds pass without me waving 
your flag in my veins.
Only so little I can be without it.
Insolubility.
Travesty in resistance.
Penance in required distance.
We’re still each others fishbowl.
Swim in circles.





Day
I am dissolving so quickly.
Impermanent, ethereal.
Seeped in so much doubt.
Beaten, berated, bullied.
Abject despondency.

Missing people you haven’t met.
Falling in love with Ghosts. 



Accelerated Erosion

Nagging desires
Twisting tendrils from blackened 
woodwork.
Lashing from beneath my feet.
Thoroughly assailed from all sides.
I’m supposed to be giving up, moving 
on.
This is Recovery right?
Ideations flare out of nascent shaded 
areas.
We’re in full plague mode.
Segregate, Sequester, in Sanctuary.

Epidemic endemic to my extant beliefs.
Crumbling like faulty crenelations.
Fortress breached.
Impending white walls.

Shrouded in noxious maxims.
Self-replicating my self-deprecation.
My castle, built in zealous anxious 
defense,
Vaporized.

My imaginary citadel is imaginary ruins.
Reconstruction in a fervor, but to no 
avail.



Awash in forced fed ocean water.
Salted earth for my serfdom.
My fields are laid fallow.

I have become my ancient ruin.



Manipulated Pressure System

Moist towelettes to mop my blood.
I am made of 37,000 Unique and 
Exciting parts.
Keep away from children, ages eight to 
eighty.
Able to completely Reassemble into 
Seven hundred and fifteen quintillion
actionable poses and thoughts.
Yours to mold,
Cosmic Divider. 



My Human Stain.

Shafted pale light exuding extruded 
protrusions.
Lidless eyes atop obelisks of entangled 
thoughts..
In the eye of our beholders, stringent 
tangents coalesce.
Forming our future forced death march.
Our fate is too overbearing too 
underwhelming.
Too realistic. Too photoshopped. Death 
knell.
Vivid stark memory of fleshy grey 
undertones.
Held in biological stasis, entrenched in 
mind.
Memories of death serving as stepping 
stones to my very own
rectangular prism made of dirt.

Carry my mass forward.
Conservation of energy and 
thermodynamic equilibrium.
I’m bound to be a microscopic energy 
dispensary.
For all fetid detritivores alike.



Meaning?

Mistaking myself for some Anti-Hero
Downtrodden underdog to absolve the 
system.
My force is limited that false reality.
I will save no one.
Inward dialogue garners few insights.
Recycled drivel exuded.
When my corpse is exhumed my bones 
won’t glitter.
Just like you



Grasping around at slipping straws.
Slips his noose, his way is clear.
Destruction wrought with a sly smile 
and careful timing.
I’ll etch myself in blood at his wary 
advances.
Mostly harmless, we’ve all just died in 
his way.
Parasitic, mutualistic, commensalistic.
Hardly a relationship we’d want to 
enter.
I’ve split, in my defense, in cowardice 
and fear.
Suckling this pipeline of narcosis, 
decrepit.
Euphoria in short bursts, dictated with 
ease and dose.
Control, control. control, control. 
control.
Having none and gaining little.  

ABUSE ABUSE ABUSE.
I’ll cry to myself with vapid tears.
No one hears these calls of a junkie 
deadbeat.
Trash and wasted floating along some 
junk line.



Mystic words ensconced in such A 
LOVELY GROTTO OF DISBELIEF.
Rallied under powdered remains.
Travesty unheard.
Morose and frantic.
Exits Exists. 






